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A NOTE ON THE DACHSTEIN RANGE 

FTER two summers spent, first in the Bavarian and then in the 
Julian Alps, I thought I would look at the Dachstein group~ 
the remaining outlier of the Eastern limestone Alps. A quite 

execrable August prevented my achieving much, but was sufficient 
to satisfy me that both for scenic beauty and for real climbing this 
is a region well worth visiting. The lower valleys with their lakes, 
Aussee, Grundlsee, Hallstatter See, Gosausee, are peculiarly attractive. 
The Gosau lake, indeed, looking up towards the Dachstein and its 
glaciers, is one of the loveliest in the whole Alps, and it is really surpris
ing that Gosau itself, so close to the lake, and with its own striking 
background of jagged peaks, should not have attracted more attention 
from the outside world. 

The Dachstein itself, the monarch of these parts, is just under the 
Io,ooo ft., and the ordinary routes up the E. and W. ridges would be 
easy even had they not been liberally festooned with wires and 
stanchions for the benefit of the local hiker. But its chief glory
and greatest climbing interest lies in the possession of one of those 
stupendous rock walls characteristic of these relatively small limestone 
peaks such as W atzmann, Triglav or Skrlatica. In this case it is a 
south wall of some 3000 ft. sheer, not much more than half the height 
of the Watzmann E. face, but a much more formidable climb. The 
first ascent of this face was made in 1901 by that enterprising climber 
Herr E. Piehl whose name is identified in the memories of many of 
us with our struggles up the famous Pichlriss at the summit of the 
Delagoturm by a route traversing out on to the E. shoulder. A more 
direct, and in parts even more difficult, route emerging just W. of the 
summit was discovered subsequently by Georg Steiner. After so much 
bad weather my guides, Loisl Zopf and Karl Resch, feared that the 
top section of this latter route would be made too difficult and dangerous 
by melting snow. So we chose the ' Piehl ' route instead, and our 
experience on the upper half of this showed that the guides were right. 

A motor 'bus from Schladming on the Ennstal Railway takes one 
up to the pleasant Ramsau plateau (a splendid ski-ing ground in winter) 
to within Ii hour's walk of the Dachstein Siidwandhi.itte. We left at 
S-IS and at 8 o'clock started the actual climb from the top of a 3oo-ft. 
snow slope in the angle between the S. face of the Dachstein and 
that of the Dirndln to our right. I might add that this latter fac·e as 
well as the S. face of the Torstein just beyond the Dachstein are 
magnificent climbs of equal quality and about equal length. We got 
to work at once with a spreadeagle traverse to the left, and then by a 
series of faces, chimneys and short traverses to the right, in most 
interesting variety, to a small snow-filled depression. Here we 
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inclined more to the left through a series of sporting chimneys, which 
brought us by 10.30 or so about half-way up the face. 

Shortly after this we struck the most difficult bit of the climb, a 
traverse to the left out of an overhanging chimney over a very exposed 
bulging face with no real holds for two or three yards beyond one's 
furthest reach. Here the guides had always been accustomed to rely 
on an iron ring fixed half-way across the bulge, as well as on a single 
tolerable handhold, both of which we now found gone. Zopf managed 
to fix a couple of pitons at the edge of the chimney and get out on to 
the face. But try as he \Vould he could not get across. In the end 
Resch had a try, and by a piece of really admirable climbing wriggled 
across. Normally, the worst difficulties of the climb would have been 
over. But the slushy snow lying on all the easier ledges made Klet
terschuhe climbing a tricky business and compelled none too easy 
detours. One of these, involving that trickiest of balancing feats, 
getting up on one's handholds with no alternative holds on a smooth 
exposed wall, again delayed us for some time. The next item was 
a direct, but not really difficult, overhang, and then a lot of climbing 
up rocks literally cascading with melting snow to the ' bivouac,' a 
damp recess with a curtain of dripping water in front of it. So on to 
a broad shelf leading out to the right, first at a gentle angle, then 
steepening till it became an abrupt chimney with one side overhanging 
and then easily out on to the ridge (5 P.M.). So down to the Hallstatt 
Glacier and over the Steiner Scharte to the Adamek hut (7.20 P.M.). 

The whole climb should not, in good rock conditions, take more 
than 5 or 6 hours. But we took more than that over the second half 
and were nearly nine hours on the rock face. In any case the climb 
is one which for variety and sporting interest is well worthy of atten
tion by British climbers, few of whom, I gather, have ever done it. 
The Steiner route, which maintains the standard of difficulty crescendo 
to the end, must be even better. Next day we climbed the E. face of 
the Eiskarlspitze, a small peak N. of the Dachstein. 1,his is a short 
stiff chimney with a boldly exposed traverse out at the end, only possible 
with the help of a piton. My experiences of these limestone climbs 
in the last few years have, I may say, entirely converted me to the 
view that, used in moderation, the piton or ring-topped peg driven 
into a crack in the rock and the Karabiner or snap-ring by which the 
rope is attached to it, are perfectly legitimate mountaineering devices, 
adding greatly to safety as well as calling for their own technique. 
One can, of course, take a bushel of pegs, or a thousand feet of rope 
for that matter, and make a mechanical ascent or descent of an im
possible climb. But that should not affect our judgment of a useful 
and easily portable adjunct to normal climbing. 

I had hoped to do the Windlegergrat of the Torstein, the finest ridge 
climb in the district and a very long one, next day. But my fingers 
had been so cut to ribbons by the sharp wet rock on the Dachstein that 
I contented myself with the Kleine Bischofsmiitze, another reasonably 
short but highly diverting ascent mostly by very steep chimneys, but 
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with one or two airy traverses. This is one of the chain of the Gosau 
peaks, which, but for the weather, I had hoped to explore more 
thoroughly earlier in the month. From the Hofpiirgli or Theodore 
Korner ·huts these peaks should offer at least a week's first-rate sport 
to anyone who would do them at all systematically. I had no time 
to try the Ennstal peaks over against the Dachstein across the valley 
of the Enns, but I am told that there is first-rate rock climbing to be 
got there as well. 1 · 

At Lake Aussee there is a fine 2ooo-ft. cliff over the lake, called the 
Trisselwand, a 4 hours' climb with some good chimneys, and with 
lovely views down at the lake, but not i~mune from falling stones. 
The Tote Gebirge, of which this is an outlier, offer two or three 
other big rock faces, but is, on the whole, more a ski-ing than a 
climbing district. Very interesting are the ice caves on the lower 
slopes of the Dachstein above Obertraun on Lake Hallstatt. Here the 
rime deposited by the cooling of warm moist air entering a vast series 
of galleries and lofty halls has, in the course of ages, formed regular 
glaciers and rivers of solid ice inside the mountain, with frozen water
falls, while, in places, water dripping through the rock has formed 
regular icicle curtains all very effectively displayed by concealed 
electric lights. The huts in the district, like almost all the huts of 
the D.u.CE.A.-V., are clean, comfortable, with bedrooms and good 
cooking. To see the coffee beans specially ground and the cream 
specially whipped for one's cup of coffee makes one appreciate its 
merits even before charming Frieda or Annerl serves it. 

The first ascent of the Dachstein's S. face proper was in the plumb
line of the central peak of the ridge Dachstein-Mitterspitze-Torstein 
falling abruptly to the S. ; it was carried out by the famous Robert 
Hans Schmitt and F. Drasch on July 14, 188g. 

The S. face of Dachstein itself by the route described in the note 
was accomplished by Eduard Piehl, E. Gams and F. Zimmer on 
July 27, 1901. 

The first ascent of Dachstein in the plumb-line of the highest point 
was made by the brothers Georg an extraordinary character and 
Franz Steiner of Gosau on September 22, 1909. 

L. s. AMERY. 

1 See A.J. 44· 245-56. 
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